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Meeting Objectives1

Evaluating the projects that the members of the network have developed till that point;

Setting the basis for the creation of an international network for the inclusion in 

Erasmus+, in the framework of our Erasmus+ accreditation;

Creating common standards for the involvement, preparation and follow up of 

participants with fewer opportunities;

Designing a system to guarantee a higher budget for sending organizations in activities 

involving young people with fewer opportunities, in projects led by Associazione Joint;

Making agreements about mutual cooperation in future projects in the field of inclusion;

Planning the activities for 2023.
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1 Follow up meeting

The follow up meeting will 

aim at monitoring the 

dissemination of the 

Position Paper and the 

reaching of the other 

results.

The PBA

During the meeting of 

November 6-10 we will  

produce the outputs and 

agree on the future projects.

2 Online preparatory 

meetings

The 2 online meetings will 

happen during the month 

of October and will aim at 

setting the basis of the 

"Position Paper" on 

Inclusion, that we will 

finalize during the meeting

[see "Outputs"]
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to propose changes to foster the inclusion of young people with 

fewer opportunities in the Erasmus+ programme. The document 

will be then shared on youthnetworks.net and sent to the 

relevant stakeholders, such as EACEA, the National Agencies, to 

organisations in the field, other networks etc, depending on the 

conclusions.

A Position Paper on Inclusion

We will create mutual partnerships on Erasmus+  projects, 

targeting young people with fewer opportunities. This will give 

to each organization involved the possibility to send abroad 

and host people from this specific target group.

Relevant partnerships in the field of inclusion
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In the meeting we want to involve the organizations active in the 

field of social inclusion, especially those with whom we have a long 

term and trustworthy relationship. 

Furthermore, we want to involve new partners, small 

organizations and new-comers in this field. In this way, we want 

to share good practices with a wider and wider network of 

organizations. 

Involved Organizations4
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Each organization will involve 1  member of the staff with a key 

position. This will give the opportunity to take decisions on the 

spot.

Considering that we have only 25 places, we will need to do a 

selection. 

Therefore, please:

- fill the form by Friday, September 23rd. 

- consider that we will take into consideration only candidates 

with a relevant role and experience in the field of European 

mobility and volunteering.

FILL THE FORM HERE!

https://forms.gle/qFuomaYqbZdvGpni8
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All the activities will take place at "Ostello Parco Monte Barro" in Galbiate. The venue is almost 1 

hour far from Milan and Bergamo.  

The building is managed by the organization "Legambiente Lecco", which organizes activities for 

young people, mostly on the topic of environment and sustainability.

For more information, please visit their website: http://www.ostelloparcobarro.it/

http://www.ostelloparcobarro.it/
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Travel costs will be covered in the framework of Erasmus+ travel bands. It 

is possible to use the option of "Green Travels", communicating it before.

100-499 km: 180€ (traditional travel); 210€ (green travel)

500-1999km: 275€ (traditional travel); 320€ (green travel)

2000+ km: 360€

Travel7

To reach Galbiate, the best option is to fly to Milan or to Bergamo. 

Please, 

for the ARRIVAL search for flights landing by 4PM on November 6th.

for the RETURN search for flights taking off from 2PM on November 10th.
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FROM BERGAMO ORIO AL SERIO AIRPORT:

At the airport, catch the bus "line 1" to the CENTRE OF BERGAMO

and stop at the Railway station (1 stop). 

Catch the train to LECCO (there is a train each hour at :08. The

trip lasts 40 minutes and costs 3,70€).

Once in LECCO, catch the train to SALA AL BARRO - GALBIATE

(the direction of the train is Milano Porta Garibaldi). There is a

train each hour at :07. The trip lasts 10 minutes and costs 1,80€.

A car or a mini-bus will pick you up at the railway station.

For more information, check the schedule and buy the tickets,

you can use this website: https://www.trenitalia.com/en.html

Travel7

https://www.trenitalia.com/en.html
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FROM MILANO MALPENSA AIRPORT:

At the airport of MALPENSA, catch the train to MILANO PORTA

GARIBALDI. There is a train about each 30 minutes. The trip lasts

50 minutes and costs 13,00€.

In Milano Porta Garibaldi, catch the train directed to Lecco. This

train will stop also in SALA AL BARRO - GALBIATE. This is where

you will need to get off the train. There is a train every hour at

:17. The trip lasts about 1 hour and 20 minutes and costs 4,80€.

A car or a mini-bus will pick you up at the railway station.

For more information, check the schedule and buy the tickets,

you can use this website: https://www.trenitalia.com/en.html

Travel7

https://www.trenitalia.com/en.html
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If you have any question, please do not hesitate 

to contact us!

Venue: Via Antonio Giovanola, 25/C  20142 Milano

Phone: +39 02 56 56 87 79

Email: info@associazionejoint.org

www.associazionejoint.org  

www.scambiinternazionali.it  

www.youthforeurope.eu  

www.volontariatointernazionale.org


